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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Acquisition and Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEE</td>
<td>Business Enabling Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCS</td>
<td>Country Development Cooperation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLA</td>
<td>Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-TIP</td>
<td>Counter-Trafficking in Persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS</td>
<td>Development Information Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>Development Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>Dominican Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM</td>
<td>Domestic Resource Mobilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS</td>
<td>Evaluation and Survey Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBO</td>
<td>Faith-Based Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSR</td>
<td>Financing Self-Reliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
<td>Fiscal Transparency and Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOH</td>
<td>Government of Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ha</td>
<td>Hectare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>Integrated Phase Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>Intermediate Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2SR</td>
<td>Journey to Self-Reliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>Mission Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPI</td>
<td>New Partnerships Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRM</td>
<td>Natural Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFM</td>
<td>Public Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMP</td>
<td>Performance Management Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSE</td>
<td>Private Sector Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNPE Unit</td>
<td>Resilience and New Partner Engagement Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>Strategic Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIP</td>
<td>Trafficking in Persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USG</td>
<td>U.S. Government</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Poverty, inequality, and ongoing instability in Haiti, one of the United States’ closest neighbors, directly impact the United States, promoting irregular migration and exacerbating illegal trafficking in persons (TIP), substances, and wildlife. Seeking to redirect Haiti’s development trajectory in alignment with the principles of the Journey to Self-Reliance (J2SR), the USAID/Haiti Strategic Framework (SF) advances the United States’ interests and outlines a path for Haiti to begin to take charge of its own development. The shared strategic goal of having Haitian citizens more engaged in creating and sustaining a more resilient, prosperous, and democratic future supports broader U.S. Government (USG) objectives related to health and infectious disease control, crime and violence, market-based solutions, and engagement with new and underutilized partners. Inefficiencies in governance in Haiti have exacerbated natural, economic, and human vulnerabilities; repelled investment; and stifled economic growth. This SF thus represents a significant strategic and tactical change, emphasizing a resilience-based approach and refocusing Government of Haiti (GOH) engagement toward the local level. USAID’s work thus seeks to build a Haiti that is more resilient to environmental, political, and economic shocks and stresses (Development Objective [DO]1); advances more inclusive, locally driven economic growth and social development (DO2); and promotes governance that is more responsive to citizens’ needs (DO3) to develop the capacities in people, households, communities, and systems that build inclusive prosperity and create local demand for improved governance.

Country Roadmap metrics place Haiti as the lowest performer in the Latin America and Caribbean region in terms of Capacity and Commitment. Capacity measures highlight low per capita gross domestic product (GDP), deep poverty, and governance systems that limit the provision of quality education, negatively impact child health, and restrict investment in productive capital or technology. Commitment measures indicate severe social group inequality, which erodes democracy; continued natural resource degradation; and a restrictive business and investment environment. The Country Roadmap for Haiti suggests a country caught in a poverty trap, requiring increased human and economic capacities and significant institutional reform to initiate and catalyze movement toward self-reliance.

Developed following consultations with civil society stakeholders, GOH counterparts, the private sector and, U.S. government interagency colleagues and Congressional staff, and several former U.S. Ambassadors and USAID Mission Directors to Haiti, and with extensive discussion within the Mission, this SF summarizes USAID’s commitment to a different approach to development in Haiti that lays the groundwork for the development of a complete Country Development Cooperation Strategy (CDCS) and generates measurable progress toward self-reliance. In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic, the emphasis on resilience in this SF is especially relevant, as the impacts of economic restrictions, particularly for those in the informal economy, and limitations in the nutritional supply chain, have exacerbated hunger and poverty for a population already experiencing extreme vulnerability. This SF also acknowledges the multifaceted and interconnected nature of challenges in Haiti and takes an integrated approach to development programming, explicitly seeking to leverage efforts across sectors, include the widest possible array of stakeholders, and generate sustainable positive momentum. In the time period of this SF, USAID expects measurable results that indicate an improved ability for Haitians to be active and positive participants in shaping the direction of Haiti’s development path.

Instability in Haiti imposes on all stakeholders a short-term planning horizon, focused on immediate needs without planning for long-term investment or growth. DO1 thus focuses on building resilience in people, households, communities, and systems in response to ongoing shocks and stresses in Haiti. Interventions in DO1 seek to build the capacity to provide for basic human needs that improve fundamental living conditions and enhance productive human capital, including a healthy environment and functioning ecosystems. Activities at the individual level will help ensure affordable housing, access
to health care and water and sanitation facilities, and improved quality and continuity of learning that together promote more secure livelihoods. At the community level, activities build the capacities of local stakeholders—communities; private sector; civil society organizations (CSOs), including faith-based organizations (FBOs); as well as local and national government—to jointly identify and prioritize development needs, seek local solutions, and better mobilize resources. System-level activities will enhance the ability of local, municipal, and national government entities to respond and adapt in times of crisis, serve as a social safety net for Haitians, and amplify local successes. DO1 fortifies people, communities, and systems to better face challenges and adopt strategies that advance inclusive and stable growth.

Sustainable and inclusive growth must be based on a country’s human capital, local assets, and comparative advantage. Thus, in conjunction with and building on resilience efforts, under DO2 USAID will advance more inclusive, locally driven economic growth and social development in Haiti. Activities at the individual level will promote a more inclusive and productive workforce by improving workforce readiness and health outcomes; reducing barriers for women, youth, and vulnerable populations to join the workforce; and helping Haitians find stable, diversified, and sustainable livelihoods. Community activities will build capacities for market-driven growth, promoting inclusive economic opportunities that identify local needs and demand, stimulate competitive local supply, and develop local markets. System-level activities will work toward lessening the barriers that impede markets and the business enabling environment (BEE), including increasing access to finance and credit and improving land tenure and property rights.

This SF adopts the perspective that meaningful and lasting institutional reform in Haiti must be demand-driven to create the space for those with the political will to invest in development to overcome institutional inefficiencies and build public trust. The DO3 goal of bolstering governance that is more responsive to citizens’ needs is thus intimately tied to improved resilience and locally driven economic growth, as improved conditions for Haitians and market-based opportunities justify a need for governance that is more effective and responsive and promotes continued competitiveness. DO3 also represents the nexus of the Mission’s redefined relationship with the GOH, explicitly focusing on strengthening local and municipal levels of government that may similarly serve as demand-drivers for improved governance at the national level. Focused on systems, activities in DO3 will help strengthen the capacity to deliver quality and accessible basic public services, promote the implementation of strategies to support transparency and accountability in GOH decision-making processes, and establish a foundation for improved domestic resource mobilization (DRM).

Across the portfolio, the Mission will partner with committed and results-focused partners across Haiti’s rich landscape of development stakeholders to successfully implement this integrated, locally driven strategy. Strengthened private sector engagement (PSE) recognizes the private sector as a key player in resilience, locally driven economic growth, and governance, and the Mission will seek opportunities to leverage private sector resources, co-identify challenges, and co-create solutions. The strategic change in focus toward local resilience, growth, and systems also means a redefined relationship with GOH entities, emphasizing local and municipal entities where measurable changes in capacity can lead to specific examples of commitment that directly benefit Haitians. The local lens also necessitates an expanded focus on partnering with a wide range of new and underutilized partners, such as CSOs, including FBOs, that have existing resources; local networks; and specialized expertise that can help carry forward USAID’s activities in the field. Religious freedom is protected in Haiti, and the 2020 Annual Report from the U.S. Commission on International Religious Freedom does not identify Haiti as a Country of Particular Concern or as a Special Watch List country. The constitution provides for the free exercise of all religions; however, the Catholic church does receive preferential treatment, and non-Christian groups, particularly Muslim and Voudou, face significant challenges to achieve official recognition or state support for schools.
Implementation of the SF will support women’s economic empowerment, advance religious freedom, and work to incorporate the principles of procurement reform and it will support Haiti as it develops the capacity to lead its own development journey to the point where there is no longer a need for foreign assistance.

Figure 1. Results Framework

II. COUNTRY CONTEXT

Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere and the second-largest recipient of U.S. aid in the region, after Colombia. Haiti is the most vulnerable country in Latin America and the Caribbean to climate change. Sitting in the center of the “hurricane belt,” Haiti has experienced six major storms in the past 30 years, and struggles to manage this pattern of natural disasters, recurrent shocks, and stresses. Haitians face many challenges to adapt and recover to pre-shock levels of well-being. The GOH’s path to self-reliance has been impeded by its limited ability to provide basic services, which has eroded public trust. The cycle of political instability, natural disasters, and stagnant per capita GDP since 2014\(^1\) has
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proven particularly harmful to the estimated more than six million Haitians already living below the poverty threshold ($2.41 per day), including over 2.5 million people living below the extreme poverty threshold ($1.12 per day).²

Health and education outcomes continue to be poor, and progress has been limited over the last decade. Health challenges for preventable diseases worsened after the 2010 cholera epidemic and there has been limited progress in improving health outcomes. Despite the efforts of the Ministry of Education, schools are struggling to equip their students with reading skills that are crucial for their academic and professional success. These consequences are likely to drive a contraction in the country’s human resource base, an increase in the number of citizens living in extreme poverty, and, potentially, rising levels of alienation and civil unrest. Haiti ranks 169 out of 189 countries in the World Bank’s Human Capital Index, and a child born today in Haiti will be only 45 percent as productive as an adult if they enjoyed full education and health.³

Although only 28 percent of total Haitian employment is in agriculture, it has been estimated that two-fifths of the total population is dependent upon it, especially in rural areas.⁴ Local food production generates less than 19 percent of the national GDP and meets only 45 percent of the country’s food needs. Given that more than half the food consumed in the country is imported, significant currency fluctuation impacts purchasing power, and disruptions in food imports due to COVID-19 have a disproportionate impact. For example, nearly 80 percent of rice is imported, so disruptions are not just affecting luxury goods, but also basic food security crops.⁵ Further, gang violence in Haiti impacts road access, limiting the ability of agricultural products to reach markets. According to analysis by the Famine Early Warning Systems Network, about 4 million people are in a situation classified as integrated phase classification 3 (IPC 3)⁶ until February 2021.

The country’s economic growth and social progress are adversely affected by the lack of reliable energy. Only a third of the population has a grid connection, half of which are thought to be illegal, and service through the grid is unreliable.⁷ Rural Haiti remains largely unserved, leaving most households without modern energy access. Consequently, forest resources, in the form of fuelwood (rural) and charcoal (urban), are the most important sources of energy in Haiti. Charcoal is used by 90 percent of households in Port-au-Prince and other major cities, and charcoal production is the second largest value chain and employs more than 150,000 people nationwide. It is estimated that more than 1 million metric tons of charcoal are consumed annually in Haiti.⁸ While the enormous demand for charcoal drives deforestation in Haiti, the situation may not be as grim as has been reported given that studies have indicated that approximately 30 percent of Haiti’s surface is covered with trees.⁹ The consequences of deforestation are costly to the Haitian economy and amplify the risks of natural disasters to the Haitian people. Destruction

---

³ Ibid.
⁶ IPC 3: At least one in five households face significant food consumption gaps with high or above usual acute malnutrition or is marginally able to meet minimum food needs only with unsustainable coping strategies such as liquidating livelihood assets.
of the country’s forests has resulted in accelerated soil erosion. It is estimated that 20 centimeters of soil covering 2,000 hectares (ha) of arable lands are washed away every year after the removal of the forest cover. These 2,000 ha have an average production potential of $8 million in various agricultural products. Soil sediments also fill streams and rivers, degrading freshwater and coastal fisheries. In addition, Haiti’s denuded landscapes increase the population’s vulnerability to hurricanes, storm surge, and flooding. Nearly 60 percent of Haitians live in dense coastal cities, nearby floodplains, and in areas with steep slopes susceptible to landslides.

The GOH launched a Post-COVID Economic Recovery Plan in January 2021 and USAID is analyzing it to determine its alignment with J2SR objectives. In the wake of the devastating earthquake that hit Haiti on January 12, 2010, the GOH published the Action Plan for National Recovery and Development of Haiti, which outlines priorities in territorial, economic, social, and institutional rebuilding necessary to help Haiti recover and stimulate development. However, the Plan places little emphasis on country ownership and, despite significant funding from the international community, the goals of the Plan remain largely unfulfilled.

A. Country Roadmap Analysis

USAID assesses a country’s self-reliance through two lenses: Commitment and Capacity. Using 17 publicly available, third-party metrics, USAID’s Country Roadmaps are the Agency’s standardized analytical tool to objectively measure these two concepts, visualize a country’s position on its J2SR, and assess its relative strengths and challenges.

The Fiscal Year (FY) 2021 Country Roadmap highlights some of Haiti’s most significant development challenges. Low capacity hinders the potential for self-reliance in Haiti, as poverty and per capita GDP measures among the lowest globally drive overall results. A minimal tax system limits the potential to fund public services, resulting in low quality education, poor child health, and limited infrastructure investment. Commitment measures reflect Haiti’s instability and do not create the conditions for improved capacity. High levels of social group inequality skew power dynamics and promote entrenched interests that impose barriers to business and investment, minimize the importance of environmental policy enforcement, and ultimately limit an agile democracy.

At the same time, Roadmap indicators miss some of Haiti’s most significant issues. While the Department of State Travel Advisory assigns Haiti a rating of “Level 4: Do not travel to Haiti due to crime, civil unrest, kidnapping, and COVID-19,” the Safety and Security indicator rates Haiti substantially above average for lower/middle income countries. The indicator for Civil Society and Media Effectiveness ranks Haiti among the strongest globally, reflecting the proliferation of media outlets and CSOs. However, the small scale and dispersed nature of these organizations constrains their reach and potential impact, and their actual effectiveness is thus limited. The Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index for 2019 ranks Haiti 168 out of 180 countries, impacting all sectors of political and economic activity and emphasizing the need for systemic, demand-driven reform.

The Country Roadmap guides the direction of the SF and the approaches to address key Roadmap subdimensions. First and foremost, Haitians need to increase their capacity for resilience in the face of
ongoing shocks and stressors. This means working at the local level to bolster health and education and address inequality via broad-based and climate-smart economic growth. With fundamental resilience-building capacities, the Haitian people can better deepen local markets, improve local job creation, and generate incentives for increased domestic investment. This locally driven growth stimulates demand for improved governance—quality services, improved transparency, and adherence to rule of law—that reinforces and multiplies local successes. Perhaps most significantly, the Roadmap highlights the importance of an integrated approach that links interventions to leverage and catalyzes impact to result in systemic change.

III. STRATEGIC APPROACH

The traditional approach to development in Haiti has resulted in significant but isolated successes, and this SF presents an opportunity to engage partners across the development landscape in a holistic and systematic approach to accelerate Haiti’s development path. USAID’s Policy Framework clearly articulates that the capacity development of local systems and organizations is fundamental to the J2SR. This SF takes a ground-up, demand-driven approach built on three strategic axes: People, Communities, and Systems. Investments in People that improve health and education outcomes, promote workplace readiness, and expand inclusive opportunities for women and at-risk youth promote locally driven growth and build a more resilient population. Strengthening Communities means building community health resources, stimulating a culture of learning and protection of natural resources, and developing local markets that attract private sector investment and financing to build resilience and accelerate locally driven, sustainable development. A foundation of more empowered people and communities generates demand for improved Systems of governance. A more capable GOH that is better able to deliver quality public services, transparent and accountable in its decision-making processes, and dedicated to rule of law and human rights, reinforces resilience, catalyzes locally driven growth, and enhances citizen-responsive governance.

Figure 2. Linking Development Objectives and Strategic Axes
Haiti remains in the nascent phases of its J2SR, and ongoing natural, social, and institutional challenges continue to limit the impact and sustainability of interventions. USAID nonetheless remains committed to pursuing new approaches and adapting its way of doing business to effectively build the capacity of the Haitian people to build resilience, prosperity, and good governance.

A. Timeline and Expectations

This SF is designed with the intention of serving as a springboard toward a complete CDCS for Haiti. However, the conclusions from USAID’s analyses and stakeholder consultations verify that business-as-usual is no longer feasible for Haiti, and this SF represents both a conceptual and operational pivot for USAID. This SF thus outlines a set of ambitious objectives: bolstering resilience, jump-starting locally driven economic growth, and improving citizen-responsive governance to strengthen the ability of Haitians to engage productively to determine a path toward a better future. Further, these objectives will be implemented via an integrated results framework that focuses on local development, increased involvement of community voices and perspectives, and a significantly redefined relationship with the GOH toward working more closely with local and municipal entities.

The SF, however, allows a planning horizon, and full achievement of these objectives will extend beyond the SF’s timeframe. The bold changes in this strategy are intended to turn the ship in a positive direction. Rigorous performance monitoring, evaluation, and learning (MEL) throughout the implementation of this SF will identify successes and necessary course corrections, and the follow-on CDCS will chart the way forward. Indeed, it is worth reiterating that this SF’s goal is to improve the ability of Haitians to be more engaged in creating and sustaining a more resilient, prosperous, and democratic future.

In this timeframe, USAID expects to see the most tangible results at the local level. Integrated approaches that result in improved resilience in people and communities (DO1) and innovative, locally driven opportunities for economic growth (DO2) will yield targeted successes to serve as models for other communities. Interventions with local GOH entities will bring about examples of improved processes and new resources dedicated to development needs.

USAID intends for these successes in resilience, locally driven growth, and local governance to function as effective demand-drivers to catalyze longer-term systemic and transformational change in citizen-responsive governance (DO3) at the national level. Reform in governance takes time to build, and USAID may choose to strategically reserve higher-level objectives in DO3 for a follow-on CDCS. This would allow, during the lifetime of this SF, emphasis on a change in direction for USAID’s work with the GOH, as well as the generation of demand for improved governance based on progress in DO1 and DO2. Successful implementation of this SF will inform and provide a foundation for the development of CDCS objectives that are more focused on expansion of integrated project implementation and higher-level achievement of J2SR indicators.

B. Systems Thinking and Analysis

USAID’s consultations with private sector, civil society, and interagency colleagues confirmed that all of Haiti’s development challenges are linked. Participants emphasized that the development strategy in Haiti must involve all the relevant players, especially Haitians themselves, and that narrow, unlinked projects have little hope of bringing real change. This understanding, combined with analysis of Haiti’s Country Roadmap, has led USAID to adopt a systems thinking (focusing on local systems) and analysis methodology for project planning and design, as well as providing the impetus for an integrated results approach.
framework. Systems thinking ensures development priorities respond to citizen needs and all parts of society work toward inclusive and sustainable development outcomes, not a set of isolated outputs.

Systems thinking views development challenges in the context of the network of institutions, stakeholders, influences, and incentives within which they occur. System mapping exercises identify critical points and bottlenecks in a system and help focus USAID interventions in areas that can catalyze successes and strengthen locally led sustainable development. In many ways, systems thinking operationalizes Michael Porter’s “cluster theory” for development in Haiti,15 linking social, economic, natural, and institutional systems via a cohesive strategy focused on broad collaboration, locally led job creation, and competitiveness.

USAID will thus undertake a series of system mapping exercises and apply a systems lens to help guide project design and identify cross-sectoral linkages that can leverage results and improve the long-term impacts of interventions. These system mapping exercises will bring together key stakeholders—communities, CSOs and FBOs, the private sector, the diaspora, and local and national government—to share the systems thinking methodology and ensure broad participation. Through systems thinking, USAID will undertake interventions that meet an identified local need and minimize the barriers to success. USAID will collaborate with donors, co-create with partners and under-represented groups, and seek out new digital technologies and trends to achieve system-level outcomes and account for systemic risks, such as the threat of conflict, economic collapse, natural disaster, or environmental stress.

It should be noted that the systems thinking approach is a tool specifically for targeting and focusing interventions, intended to limit and optimize USAID’s effort to help generate long-term change. Systems analysis maps all relevant stakeholders, identifies relationships, and measures influence, highlighting system blockages and the specific ways and places where targeted intervention could catalyze systemic improvements. USAID expects that initial analyses will lead to adjustments to existing activities, potential de-emphasis of lower value activities, and previously unexplored avenues for new activities. Given the timeframe of this SF, systems analyses may also provide areas of expansion and refocusing to consider in a follow-on CDCS.

C. Financing Self-Reliance

In support of longer-term J2SR efforts, USAID has also integrated the Agency’s Financing Self-Reliance Strategy (FSR) in its strategic framework. While Haiti is still in the early stages of its J2SR, this SF emphasizes key steps to help make better use of severely constrained GOH resources and begin to improve the country’s capacity for FSR.

Chief among Haiti’s constraints is limited accountability and oversight of its institutions. USAID’s support will focus primarily on improving fiscal transparency and accountability (FTA) at the local level and public financial management (PFM) at the national level to better allocate public resources and strengthen prospects for increased DRM. To improve conditions for the private sector, interventions will also seek to reduce barriers to business formation and private investment. Taken together, FSR work can reduce investor risk and transaction costs while curbing opportunities for corruption.

D. Rationale for an Integrated Approach

As a reflection of the complex and interconnected challenges Haiti faces, this SF features an integrated results framework. Stakeholder consultations yielded the consistent feedback that a more integrated, multi-sectoral approach coordinated across the USAID portfolio and with other donors would improve project relevance and contribute to more sustainable outcomes. While the current strategy has registered significant successes, the partially integrated structure has not sufficiently promoted coordinating and leveraging USAID resources for greater impact and has not approached interventions through the J2SR lens.

Instead, this integrated results framework builds on the existing partial integration and creates a flexible and ambitious framework that allows USAID to take a larger, results-oriented view of the development landscape in Haiti and balance the impact of continuing instability. From this perspective, the three main DOs that form the core of this results framework—Resilience, Locally Driven Growth, and Governance—emerge, offering the opportunity for collaborations and innovative partnerships that can have a measurable impact on the lives of Haitians. Success can no longer be assessed by the accumulation of output-level indicators, and USAID must focus on the achievement of harder-to-measure but more meaningful outcome-level results that build the ability of Haitians and their government to begin to take control of their development path. This will include a customized set of key performance indicators, likely a combination of milestones and explicit measures, that track incremental changes in desired aspects of capacity and commitment that advance the J2SR.

USAID is already making strides toward implementing an integrated framework. The 2018–2020 SF for Haiti featured an integrated DO2 focused on advancing economic and food security. Combining BEE efforts with livelihood strengthening and food security activities, the experience of having an integrated DO paved the way for this fully integrated results framework and yielded valuable best practices to replicate and strategies to avoid pitfalls. Over the previous two years, USAID has moved toward establishing management and monitoring approaches that support effective programming in Haiti’s unique context. During the implementation period of this SF, USAID will strengthen integration, benefitting from refined and tested techniques to implement and track programs in a fully integrated fashion.

E. Redefining Our Relationship

Instability and other factors in Haiti directly impact Haitian government capacity and commitment. The GOH has unevenly demonstrated its capacity or commitment to deliver citizen-centered, accountable governance and enterprise-driven development. This SF therefore focuses on engaging local government and local actors as an avenue to bolster local capacity and build demand for higher-level commitment for quality services and responsive governance.

Specifically, USAID will focus on local authorities that have demonstrated the political will to work collaboratively with USAID, civil society, and the private sector to promote development in Haiti. At the same time, systems thinking involves capacity and quality improvements in public sector services that require engagement with key GOH ministries and central governing bodies. As service delivery occurs at the local level, these engagements will also focus on improving quality and access for the end user and strengthening local capacities. GOH engagements will also implement risk management techniques to ensure productive and accountable working relationships, including clear objectives and responsibilities, focusing on achievement of results and integration of GOH as one stakeholder among many in systems analyses and system mapping events.
Local social services rely heavily on central government funding in Haiti; this highlights the importance of continuing to work with central government mechanisms that devolve resources and authorities to the local level while simultaneously backing local government engagement with results that demonstrate resilience and locally led growth. At the same time, capacity-building with local governments will improve strategic planning for impact and management of scarce funds. This also supports the 2010 post-earthquake Action Plan that emphasizes a local approach to regional development, local government partnerships with civil society and the private sector, and the growth of local resources via local taxation to reduce dependence on central government funding.

The redefined relationship with the GOH also offers a further opportunity to engage the donor community to leverage their relationships with the GOH and ensure that foreign assistance aligns with host country priorities. Finally, USAID will seek to do no harm and will be mindful of the intended as well as unintended consequences of our engagement. Key principles will ensure activities do not displace local capacity or disrupt ongoing efforts of local actors, and do not promote donor dependency. Ultimately, USAID seeks a mutually beneficial partnership with the GOH that promotes effective management of its development resources and ownership of its own development.

F. Private Sector Engagement

This SF recognizes the private sector as an integral player in Haiti’s development. USAID’s PSE Policy requires intentional pursuit of market-based approaches and investment to accelerate Haiti on its J2SR. Any strategy to generate locally led, demand-driven development must acknowledge the role of the private sector as the vehicle through which investment, employment, and local growth occur. However, some influential private sector actors in Haiti have also benefited from widespread corruption and have actively used their political influence to perpetuate the status quo. The lens of self-reliance and USAID’s PSE Policy will thus guide the selection of partners and the nature of PSE partnerships, ensuring mutual benefit, genuine commitment, assigned responsibilities, and measurable objectives.

Over the past decade, USAID has successfully engaged the private sector in Haiti and abroad, leveraging private sector resources, expertise, technologies, and capital. Moving forward, USAID expects to accelerate PSE with a particular focus on enhancing self-reliance. This means viewing the private sector as a development partner and actively engaging in co-creation and co-funding to implement activities that further development objectives while recognizing the profit motivations of private sector partners.

Further, in Haiti, the private sector is intimately linked to the diaspora, and stakeholder consultation data suggests that more robust engagement with the diaspora may also be an avenue to promote investment. USAID/Haiti is creating a Resilience and New Partner Engagement Unit (RNPE Unit), described later in this document, focused on developing new and underutilized partnerships, including the diaspora.

G. Coordination with Stakeholders and Donor Community

The level of need in Haiti has created a robust and active donor community composed of bilateral, multilateral, civil society and faith-based, and diaspora organizations. Consistent with USAID’s Acquisition and Assistance (AA) Strategy, New Partnerships Initiative (NPI), J2SR principles, and recent stakeholder consultations, the new framework focuses on partnering with Haitians to improve the conditions that are ultimately required for them to take a more active role in their country’s development. USAID thus emphasizes the need to work more closely with local levels of government, a wide range of CSOs and FBOs, the private sector, and other stakeholders. USAID coordinates and works closely with other donors operating in the same sectors and geographies, leveraging each other’s comparative
advantage to sustain, improve, and expand results across priority technical areas, and the GOH has similarly committed to collaborative, results-oriented, transparent, and country-owned development.16

USAID is committed to engaging in regular and broad stakeholder consultations throughout the program cycle. Given the complex donor landscape in Haiti and the common challenges all donors face in achieving sustainable results, USAID will continue to use its convening power to advocate for regular information-sharing and support and contribute to platforms that collate data and information on programming, and seek opportunities for both informal and formal partnerships with other donors. Through these efforts, USAID/Haiti aims to mobilize domestic resources and leverage financial capital invested into mutually beneficial activities, utilize the networks and political capital of other donor agencies that provide direct support to the GOH, and push to identify priority areas of engagement and/or concerns to advocate for reforms within the GOH that could lead to broadly beneficial improvements.

USAID has already identified potential areas for deeper coordination and collaboration across the donor space. For example, in the agriculture/natural resource management (NRM) sector, the Inter-American Development Bank funds a $100 million agriculture and reforestation project in northern Haiti, implemented through the Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources, that overlaps with the $40 million USAID Reforestation Project, also in the north. There are several areas for potential engagement: improved sharing of lessons learned, coordinated assistance to target communities, joint training of GOH officials, shared or pooled resources, and joint advocacy for improved policy frameworks. Similar opportunities exist in the health and education sectors, but successful donor coordination requires pressure at the national level combined with active seeking of potential donor collaboration opportunities by USAID staff and on-site support in USAID’s target communities. MEL efforts could also benefit from donor collaboration and USAID will explore the feasibility of innovative approaches; for example, joint project monitoring or site visits and the development of CSO/FBO monitoring tools and databases. The integrated results framework also offers innovative possibilities for donor engagement. Rather than focusing coordination exclusively along sector-specific lines, USAID will explore complementary areas for donor coordination, jointly identifying geographic areas of focus and co-designing activities as part of a suite of interventions from USAID and other donors that could improve resilience or local economic development.

H. Trafficking in Persons

The 2020 Trafficking in Persons Report17 continues to list Haiti as a Tier 2 country. Haiti is a source, transit, and destination country for TIP both domestically and internationally, but a lack of reliable data obscures the number of trafficking victims in Haiti. The Haitian population faces multiple TIP risk factors, including poverty, illiteracy, history of abuse, and the institutionalization of orphaned children. Ongoing instability contributes to significant Haitian out-migration, exposing many women and youth to trafficking, and the TIP report identifies 10 countries with a significant number of Haitian TIP victims.18 Child trafficking is a particular concern in Haiti. A 2014 study19 commissioned by UNICEF and a broad array of international and Haitian organizations found that of the 400,000 children serving as domestic workers as part of the Haitian practice of restavek,20 207,000 were under the age of 15, living in

16 https://www.oecd.org/development/effectiveness/busanpartnership.htm
18 Ibid. Countries identified as destination countries for Haitian TIP victims: Bahamas, Barbados, Brazil, Chile, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guyana, Jamaica, Suriname, and Uruguay.
unacceptable conditions, and subjected to physical, sexual, and emotional abuse, without the opportunity to attend school. Human rights practitioners and scholars also estimate that there are 30,000 children living in approximately 760 poorly regulated residential care institutions who are also at risk of being trafficked by the institutions that house them. Complicity by law enforcement solidifies impunity and encourages further TIP activity.

The GOH, through the National Counter-Trafficking Committee and the Institute of Social Welfare and Research and its partners, has taken incremental actions to comprehensively address TIP, allowing Haiti to maintain Tier 2 status. While the GOH has taken measures to begin to address the lack of TIP monitoring and tracking and the lack of awareness of TIP among law enforcement, funding for anti-trafficking efforts is still insufficient, as are procedures for TIP victim identification and efforts to combat the restavek system. The report’s recommendations include intensified training for law enforcement, judicial actions against internal and external traffickers, improved funding to implement the anti-trafficking action plan and victim support services, stronger policy frameworks to prevent labor trafficking, and public education campaigns on children’s rights to freedom and education.

While the effectiveness of Counter-Trafficking in Persons (C-TIP) efforts depends heavily on host country commitment and prioritization of TIP within the national agenda, USAID’s work will enable the GOH to foster a state-led, interagency system to protect people at risk of trafficking, facilitate access to services for victims, and work toward creating a human rights environment that systematically precludes trafficking from happening.

Recognizing that the inclusion of civil society is essential for the implementation of any viable strategy to combat human trafficking, USAID will work closely with CSOs to inform its activity designs and to partner with qualified entities that will be further buttressed by increased public awareness.

I. Transboundary Collaboration

This SF also acknowledges the unique nature of Haiti’s island geography and shared border with the Dominican Republic (DR). Poverty and instability in Haiti create a constant push for out-migration toward the significantly more economically prosperous DR. At the same time, historical tensions between the two countries and social, economic, and institutional discrimination against the Haitian and Haitian-descent population in the DR highlight the challenges and risks of migration for Haitians. Nonetheless, at the macroeconomic level, Haiti and the DR are active trading partners, and both countries have the incentive to promote more competitive and robust trade.

Thus, this SF recognizes that many development challenges and solutions are transboundary in nature, impacting both Haiti and the DR across natural and political boundaries. Where appropriate, the implementation of this SF will seek collaboration with USAID/Dominican Republic on transboundary issues to share data and best practices, co-identify transboundary and local development challenges, and engage private sector and new and underutilized partners with assets and networks in both countries.

Formalizing this mutual understanding, USAID’s Haiti and DR Missions signed a memorandum of understanding on May 26, 2020 signaling their concurrence to engage in transboundary work. The two Missions hold regular technical meetings to discuss transboundary issues and are working to develop joint activities.

J. USAID/Haiti’s New Resilience and New Partner Engagement Unit

Solidifying its commitment to the resilience approach as a central theme of the SF, USAID/Haiti is establishing a new RNPE Unit. The RNPE Unit is based on the idea that resilience and eventual self-
reliance require the active involvement of Haitians, local organizations, and the influential diaspora. Weak governance structures have failed to supply basic services or ensure a consistent focus on development in Haiti in multiple areas, including but not limited to democratic governance and human rights, education, sustainable development, youth, conflict, poverty reduction, combating HIV/AIDS, and promoting women’s rights and gender equality. However, the lens of JSR provides an avenue to pursue strategies that generate transformational change over short-term solutions. The RNPE Unit will serve as USAID’s coordinating vehicle to engage with those stakeholders in Haitian society that can complement and multiply the impact of development assistance and domestic resources and we will coordinate our internal programming to align with these principles. Over the lifetime of this SF, the RNPE Unit will serve as the coordinating entity for USAID/Haiti’s partnerships, NPI efforts, and implementation of the AA strategy. As USAID/Haiti transitions into an eventual CDCS, the RNPE Unit will be expected to additionally align directly with DOs, identifying how partnerships will advance objectives across the portfolio.

The RNPE Unit will be responsible for collaboration with a wide range of CSOs (including FBOs) and the diaspora as well as coordinate with USAID’s PSE strategy. As a crucial first step, the RNPE Unit will develop a local stakeholder system map to assess the landscape of organizations active in Haiti, including their registration status, the level at which they operate, the scope or scale of their operations, and their degree of organizational sophistication or maturity. This exercise will serve to identify the sectors, locations, and organizations amenable to engagement as new and underutilized partners to strengthen local resilience efforts. Given the great diversity in funding, missions and objectives, religious affiliations, and managerial capacity among CSOs, FBOs, and diaspora groups, the RNPE Unit will follow a data-centered approach to identify those organizations whose goals, shared values, and capabilities signal an ability to jointly deliver positive, timely, and lasting results.

More than just remittances, the Haitian diaspora remains an integral part of Haitian society, exerting influence in political spheres and significantly backing private sector efforts. The RNPE Unit will therefore also include diaspora groups as potential partners and allies to promote productive use of remittances and community-level investment and catalyze and accelerate resilience and locally driven growth. Similarly, while Haiti has a long history with local as well as U.S.-based FBOs, their activities vary widely in scope and scale, and further, they have not been integrated as development stakeholders in an attempt to leverage resources and potential impact.

The RNPE Unit will also collaborate with leaders representing CSOs, FBOs, and the diaspora and draw from the existing cadre of advisory groups, local coalitions, and sectoral networks. USAID/Haiti will seek advice from these actors on strategies to channel and implement assistance in Haiti, obstacles to effective implementation, potential areas for joint programming, and innovative opportunities for enhanced partnership. Further, consistent with the AA NPI strategy, the RNPE Unit will work with the counterparts to demystify USAID’s business practices and build the capacities of identified organizations to co-create solutions and solicit and administer USG funding.

K. Over the Horizon

COVID-19 has made an already desperate situation much worse, as can be seen across sectors. Many businesses have reduced work hours, which, coupled with currency depreciation from March through August, decreased the population’s purchasing power and made it more difficult for people to satisfy basic needs. It is expected that, because of the pandemic, there will be an increase in the number of food

insecure households in the country. This will be further exacerbated given the high number of case numbers there. In the education sector, COVID-19 caused additional school closures. The 2019–2020 academic year resumed in August 2020 with 65 percent of the student body returning to school in our USAID activity-supported schools. However, these closures, coupled with the challenging times, became prime gang recruitment opportunities. In the infrastructure, engineering, and water and sanitation sector, the COVID-19 pandemic has slowed GOH operations significantly, resulting in delays related to approval of the port design and of the results of contract negotiations for work on the State University Hospital. In the health sector, community health services not related to the COVID-19 response were suspended during the state of emergency, and overall vaccination rates decreased by 23 percent. Additionally, preliminary reports indicate that gender-based violence has increased during the pandemic.

To respond to these direct and indirect effects of COVID-19, USAID now has a focus on resilience as a component of programming across multiple sectors. In addition to establishing the RNPE Unit to ensure resilience is integrated across the portfolio, USAID is conducting ongoing efforts to coordinate, layer, and sequence our programming, especially in the humanitarian food assistance, education, and agriculture sectors. As part of this layering approach, USAID has also shifted its focus to increasing engagement with local actors. For example, in the health sector, faith and community leaders’ engagement is important to reinforce trust between the population and the health system. Working with faith and community leaders resulted in increased referrals for COVID-19 testing and community acceptance of suspected or confirmed cases. USAID has begun conducting virtual site visits and investing in the use of technology to strengthen program implementation. For example, in the education sector, USAID switched to radio distance education when schools closed. USAID will continue expanding on these approaches.

IV. RESULTS FRAMEWORK NARRATIVE

The goal of this SF is to improve the ability of Haitians to become more engaged in creating and sustaining a more resilient, prosperous, and democratic future.

USAID will support self-reliance in Haiti by focusing on a foundation of resilience across people, communities, and systems. To build capacity for change and momentum, this integrated results framework emphasizes impacting the conditions that promote a consistent growth path in Haiti. DO1 focuses directly on developing resilience to shocks and stresses in Haiti, building human capacities in health and education, linking to community assets for human services and natural resource and disaster risk management, and improving service delivery systems to function as a social safety net and support local development efforts. DO2 leverages improved resilience to advance more inclusive, locally driven economic growth and social development. Integrating services for at-risk youth and citizen security, DO2 fosters linkages between inclusive workforce readiness and the development of emerging local markets via innovative private sector engagement and strengthened local credit channels, facilitated by institutional frameworks that enable a robust business environment and protect property rights. DO3 promotes governance that is more responsive to citizens’ needs. Locally driven and inclusive development creates demand for improved governance, and DO3 focuses on improving the capacity of transparent and accountable institutions to provide quality and accessible services. This means emphasizing key elements of the J2SR, including PFM and FTA. DO3 also maintains the demand-side pressure for good governance, linking to efforts in DO2 to develop local leaders and civil society to serve as effective voices for local needs to governance institutions. Taken together, this SF represents a fundamental shift in USAID’s approach to development in Haiti, focusing on generating the capacities to engage inclusive, locally driven, and demand-based growth that necessitate democratic and citizen-responsive governance.
This SF directly supports the Integrated Country Strategy for Haiti, promoting Haitian-led efforts to strengthen democratic governance (Mission Goal [MG] 1), improve inclusive opportunities and increase national self-reliance (MG2), and improve health outcomes and mitigate the risk of global health threats (MG3). The SF also aligns with wider USG priorities as detailed in the National Security Strategy and the Department of State/USAID Joint Strategic Plan.

The SF is informed by the results of the Country Roadmap for Haiti. Low per capita GDP, high poverty rates, and severe group inequality generate limited resources for pro-growth investment, and inefficient government institutions face challenges allocating resources to provide access to quality public services, including education, health, energy, and water and sanitation. This environment repels private sector investment and promotes the unchecked exploitation of Haiti’s natural resources. In sum, Haiti is left exposed to shocks and unable to accumulate the productive capital to break free of its cycle of poverty. Departing from traditional approaches, this SF builds impetus for change from the local level, fortifying people and communities to develop the human and social capital and locally driven economic growth that pushes effectively for improved governance.

A. DO1: Haiti is more resilient to shocks and stresses

In Haiti, resilience is the foundation of self-reliance. Haiti faces continuous shocks and stresses from natural hazards; climate change; socio-political crises; health setbacks, including most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic; and extensive insecurity and gang violence. Lacking the ability to withstand adverse changes, each setback in Haiti rises to the level of a disaster, immediately overburdening people, communities, and systems. For example, 2016’s Hurricane Matthew left 1.5 million people in need of humanitarian aid. This has meant a zero-growth path for Haitians, as real per capita GDP has been stagnant since 2014, and the impacts of sector-specific development activities have rarely extended beyond project funding timelines. Extreme uncertainty in Haiti constrains planning horizons, and the importance of self-reliance is overtaken by survival strategies.

Consistent with the Building Resilience to Recurrent Crisis policy guidance, in DO1 USAID will help build a Haiti that is more resilient to shocks and stresses through interventions that increase absorptive, adaptive, and transformative capacity and risk reduction along three strategic axes: individuals (Intermediate Result [IR] 1.1), communities (IR 1.2), and systems (IR 1.3). These interventions that fortify human capacities, strengthen communities and local organizations, and develop more robust systems that protect and promote the well-being of Haitians, will help build a more resilient Haiti, better able to anticipate and adapt to challenges and poised to quickly resume a positive growth trajectory. Achievement of the DO1 resilience objective in turn supports the SF goal, allowing Haitians to engage longer-term planning horizons focused on inclusive prosperity and democratic governance that promotes human rights, sustainable growth, and self-reliance.

DO1 thus focuses on integrated interventions that build the capacity to provide for basic human needs that improve fundamental living conditions and enhance productive human capital. Activities at the individual level in IR 1.1 will help ensure safe housing, access to health care, a clean and healthy environment, water and sanitation facilities, and improved quality and continuity of learning that together promote more secure livelihoods. Building resilience at the community level in IR 1.2 requires interventions to convene and build the capacities of local stakeholders—community organizations, private sector, CSOs and FBOs, local and national government authorities—to jointly identify and prioritize development needs, seek
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local solutions, and better mobilize resources. These interventions will tie directly to areas that build resilience and human capacity: understanding local needs in health care provision, education quality, and effective NRM. Activities related to systems in IR 1.3 seek to enhance the ability of local, municipal, and national government entities to respond and adapt in times of crisis, serve as a social safety net for Haitians, and scale up local successes. Programming will include efforts to more robustly coordinate and leverage work in health, education, and environmental protection, improve linkages to civil society and FBOs, as well as strengthen implementation of policies and action plans for disaster risk reduction, climate change mitigation and adaptation, and NRM. Taken together, DO1 lays the foundation for self-reliance, fortifying people, communities, and systems to better face challenges and adopt long-term planning strategies that advance inclusive, stable growth.

**Shared Objective: Safer and more secure environment for Haitians**

Safety and security affect every aspect of life in Haiti, from school attendance and continuity to private sector investment to NRM. Supporting every outcome in this SF, improving safety and security is a priority for USAID that reaches across all three DOs. Efforts to reduce gang violence, improve citizen security, and strengthen rule of law and respect for human rights bolster efforts to enhance resilience (DO1), stimulate locally driven growth (DO2), and improve citizen-responsive governance (DO3). In DO1, activities to improve services to the most at-risk youth will help reduce the social, economic, and psycho-social drivers of crime and violence that impact local resilience.

**New Partnership Initiative**

Local, new, and underutilized partners will be key to advancing the Mission’s resilience objectives in DO1. The new RNPE Unit will lead the identification of potential partners within the landscape of CSOs, FBOs, and diaspora groups active in Haiti and will help navigate the formalization of both prime and subprime partnerships. Already active in the key areas of health, education, and biodiversity conservation, many organizations have the technical capacity and local networks to co-create unique interventions with USAID. However, as noted previously, to ensure rigorous and accountable management of USG funding, many potential CSOs and FBOs will require substantial technical assistance to bolster their managerial, organizational, and administrative capabilities.

**Private Sector Engagement**

The integrated and stakeholder-focused approach in DO1 elevates the private sector as a potential partner and ally to develop resilience in Haiti. Building on existing relationships, USAID will seek additional private sector partnerships that complement local resilience efforts. This means identifying those private entities that have demonstrated ties to local communities and understand the value of a long-term vision that prioritizes market development and global competitiveness over short-term, extractive rent-seeking behavior. Potential areas of private sector co-identification and co-creation include linkages between education and secure livelihoods, targeted health behavior promotion, and the implementation of market-driven approaches to NRM.

**Redefining our Relationship**

The resilience-based approach necessitates a redefined relationship with the GOH, focusing on local, municipal, beneficiary-level entities that have the most direct impact on Haitians and their capacity for resilience. As with PSE, local and municipal governments will form part of stakeholder groups that jointly identify challenges and solutions and will focus on building capacity to serve both as safety nets for Haitians in times of crisis and catalysts for local successes. In key areas, the redefined relationship with the GOH will involve efforts to boost trust and credibility at the national level; for example, assisting
in the implementation and enforcement of the protection of human rights, citizen security, and NRM action plans.

B. DO2: More inclusive, locally driven economic growth and social development advanced

Economic activity in Haiti is strongly driven by external forces. At the macroeconomic level, the approximately $100 per person Haiti receives in official development assistance is a major source of capital investment and central government funding. In addition, personal remittances from the diaspora—which in 2019 totaled 38 percent of GDP\(^{24}\)—provide support for immediate consumption for the majority of Haitians. This places Haiti’s future in a vulnerable position, subject not only to Haiti’s ongoing shocks and stresses, but also to those of other countries. The International Monetary Fund predicts negative economic growth and falling remittances in Haiti for 2020 and 2021 as a result of COVID-19, exacerbating the effects of six years of zero growth and highlighting the urgency for a new approach. Continued external dependence maintains social inequalities, does not promote private sector investment, and tends to perpetuate Haiti’s low level of capital accumulation that limits growth potential. USAID seeks instead to focus its assistance on building the capacity for self-reliance and limiting external dependence.

Thus, in conjunction with and building on resilience efforts, USAID will advance more inclusive, locally driven economic growth and social development in Haiti through activities in DO2 and in alignment with the strategic axes of people, communities, and systems. Programming that promotes workforce readiness and workforce development, including a focus on women and youth, will aim to boost employment and local incomes hand-in-hand with purposeful integration of the private sector as a development actor, helping grow local market-driven demand that stimulates local business finance and credit. Improvements to the BEE, a weak point in Haiti’s Country Roadmap, will support and multiply local economic gains and facilitate investment. Taken together, DO2 is intended to begin to create growth opportunities for all Haitians, building on internal strengths and generating momentum for continued locally driven growth that begins to address inequalities and opens further opportunities across sectors and regions of the country.

USAID views the achievement of the objectives in DO2 through an integrated lens that seeks to coordinate interventions to leverage impact across sectors. Activities at the individual level in IR 2.1 will promote a more inclusive and productive workforce by improving workforce readiness; reducing barriers for women, youth, and vulnerable populations to join the workforce; and helping Haitians find stable, diversified, and sustainable livelihoods. USAID also takes a broad view of productive capacity and thus prioritizes interventions to improve health outcomes that allow educational and employment opportunities to combine with physical capacity and readiness to work. Community activities in IR 2.2 focus on building capacities for market-driven growth, promoting inclusive economic opportunities that identify local needs and demand, stimulate competitive local supply, and develop local markets. System activities in IR 2.2 will work toward lessening the barriers that impede markets and business development, including increasing access to finance and credit and improving land tenure and property rights, acknowledging in particular the longer extended timeframe often required for land tenure reform.

**Shared Objective: Safer and more secure environment for Haitians**

Safety and security concerns in Haiti add physical risk to an unstable situation, which dampens economic activity by reducing the willingness of people and businesses to make productive investments. Addressing

\(^{24}\) World Bank. World Development Indicators. [https://data.worldbank.org/country/haiti](https://data.worldbank.org/country/haiti)
gang activity, the local drivers of crime and violence, and fortifying rule of law at the community level will promote investment and the development of local markets.

Shared Objective: Communities more empowered to achieve change

The ability to effectively organize, advocate, and achieve change at the community level is vital for improving Haiti’s capacity for self-reliance. Efforts in this area will cultivate and empower community leaders to participate and assume leadership roles in both local and national dialogues and political processes to promote locally driven economic growth (DO2) and advocate for more citizen-responsive governance (DO3). These activities are aimed at increasing constructive civic engagement in public decision-making and political, and governance processes, and generating more effective advocacy for adherence to rule of law and human rights.

Private Sector Engagement

Locally driven economic growth necessarily requires significant private sector engagement, and these efforts will overlap substantially with PSE work in DO1. USAID will pursue private sector co-design and co-funding of activities, particularly in the technical and vocational education and training space, linking qualified and productive workers, especially women and youth, to stable employment. PSE work in DO2 will be particularly cognizant of business profit concerns and will seek partnerships where sustainability and impact come from private sector partners’ motivations to remain involved.

Financing Self-Reliance

System-focused interventions in DO2 aim to improve the business and investment enabling environment to contribute directly to USAID’s objectives for FSR. Addressing systemic barriers to improve the enabling environment for private investment, stimulate business creation, and enhance competitiveness helps establish the conditions that foster local economic growth and generate resources for sustainable development outcomes. FSR activities in DO2 will emphasize increasing the availability of domestic credit via innovative partnerships and mechanisms to expand business financing and strengthening the enforcement of land tenure and property rights that can serve as lending collateral.

C. DO3: Governance that is more responsive to citizens’ needs

In DO3, USAID will promote governance that is more responsive to citizens’ needs, focusing specifically on the systems strategic axis. Activities in DO3 represent the hallmark of USAID’s efforts to advance several elements of the J2SR agenda, specifically Redefining our Relationship and FSR, including DRM, PFM, and FTA. Activities in DO3 are intended to strengthen the effectiveness of the institutional framework that supports and amplifies the resilience efforts (DO1) and locally driven growth (DO2). Activities that improve the capacity to deliver quality and accessible basic public services (IR 3.1), promote the implementation of strategies to support transparency and accountability in GOH decision-making processes (IR 3.2), and establish a foundation for DRM (IR 3.3) serve to create a path for initiating change in Haiti’s governance systems that leads toward responding better to the needs of Haitians (DO3). Improved governance, in combination with strengthened resilience and locally driven growth, in turn supports the SF goal of improving the ability of Haitians to engage productively to create and sustain a better future.

Changing the nature of USAID’s relationship with GOH entities, IR3.1 focuses on improving the provision of public services through collaborative efforts with local levels of government and their related central governing bodies, as well as the active involvement of the private sector, CSOs, and FBOs to leverage local capabilities and expertise in the relevant sectors. Improved service provision may include
technical capacity-building in areas of management and administration, including human resource functions and PFM.

In IR 3.2, USAID will work to strengthen governance processes by improving the capacity and effectiveness of independent institutions (e.g., media, CSOs, and NGOs) to engage in consensus-building activities, monitor elections, and serve as advocates for increased government accountability. Despite an expanded focus on local government engagement, central government entities remain important in advancing the objectives of this SF, and IR 3.2 may include interventions to strengthen select GOH institutions that have demonstrated political will to invest in the country’s development, strengthen judicial and electoral processes, and increase constructive civic engagement in electoral and political processes. The selection of GOH institutions will be evidence-based and aligned to interventions at the local level to ensure genuine commitment on the part of the institution and relevance to USAID’s objectives.

Advancing FSR objectives, work in IR 3.3 seeks for all levels of government to better finance development (DRM), thus increasing the productive commitment of public resources and improving public trust in government. Capacity-building interventions will improve fiscal transparency at the local level (FTA) and will contribute to more consultative processes at the national level that increase and better allocate limited funding toward development needs (PFM). Work with civil society will also continue to encourage demand-side pressure to reduce corruption across all levels of government.

Shared Objective: Safer and more secure environment for Haitians

Improved governance in DO3 includes frameworks and services related to citizen security and creating a safer and more secure environment for Haitians, which contributes directly to the objective of more citizen-responsive governance. In combination with improved services for at-risk youth (DO1) and community efforts to address gang violence (DO2), work in DO3 will address improved efficiency and increased adherence to the rule of law, emphasizing citizen security, and greater adherence to human rights principles in citizen security services, such as the Haitian National Police.

Shared Objective: Communities more empowered to achieve change

Improved citizen-responsive governance in Haiti necessarily requires the involvement of Haitians. Work in DO3 dovetails with civic engagement activities in DO2 to explicitly integrate local leaders and community concerns into local and national discourse on issues that impact resilience and economic growth, promote FTA, and advocate for improved PFM.

Redefining our Relationship

USAID’s redefined relationship with the GOH and increased engagement with local government entities, with measured interaction with central governing bodies, is a defining feature of this SF and is most directly evident in DO3. This strategic emphasis reflects USAID’s intention to work more directly with Haitians and with levels of government where concrete and measurable improvements in commitment and capacity can strengthen outcomes in resilience, locally driven growth, and governance. In DO3, improved service provision is focused on local entities that serve end users, better governance processes that enhance local transparency and accountability, and local inclusion and consultation in fiscal allocation decisions that increase DRM for development.

Financing Self-Reliance

Haiti has a long road ahead to achieve the objectives of J2SR and FSR, but this SF begins to identify tangible improvements to Haitian systems that can increase and make better use of Haiti’s constrained
public resources. Through a combination of technical assistance and civil society interventions, work in DO3 seeks improved FTA at the local level and strengthened PFM at the national level that can jointly increase DRM for development needs. FSR efforts also overlap with PSE and the work of the RNPE Unit to engage and coordinate a broad array of development stakeholders that can both provide resources for direct co-funding of initiatives and advocate for improved GOH performance.

V. SUPPORTING CONTENT

A. Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning Plan

USAID has embraced the J2SR as a central pillar to implementing its (2020–2024) SF, which acknowledges the multifaceted and interconnected nature of challenges in Haiti. The shift to an integrated strategy and management approach drives the need for more integrated learning to monitor results more effectively. As a result, USAID aims to put into place robust yet flexible MEL tools and approaches that not only track progress towards the Mission’s integrated development objectives, but also further USAID’s overarching goal of engaging Haitians in creating and sustaining a more resilient, prosperous, and democratic future.

This SF positions USAID to shift its approach to implementation of integrated programs, with expected results occurring at local levels toward the end of the timeframe of the strategy and into the follow-on strategy. During this period, USAID will strive to improve the rigor, timeliness, and usability of data and evidence generated through its MEL systems. This evidence and data are essential for identifying program successes and making course corrections—as well as for laying the groundwork for the new CDCS. At the same time, USAID requires flexible MEL systems that allow USAID and its partners to adapt to multiple, interconnected shocks and stressors in Haiti. To achieve its vision for MEL and Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting (CLA) over the next two years, USAID will pursue several priority efforts. While USAID will further elaborate these priority efforts in its performance management plan (PMP) and related MEL plans, key highlights are summarized below.

Monitoring
USAID will set up a monitoring system that will monitor progress, performance, programmatic assumptions, and operational context within each DO. At least one performance indicator for each IR, sub-IR, and any shared IR identified in the results framework will be monitored to assess progress. Baseline data, or plans to collect them, as well as plans to set targets, will be described in the PMP. This plan will also describe the approach USAID will use to monitor context indicators for monitoring assumptions or risks that could affect progress against each DO or the operational context in which USAID is implementing programs.

Transition to Development Information Solutions (DIS)
Having timely access to reliable performance monitoring data is critical to ensure USAID programs are achieving their intended results. Since 2014, USAID/Haiti staff and implementing partners have had access to a web-based performance monitoring information management system to submit, validate, and analyze performance and geographic location data. USAID has opted to use this system to consolidate and complete data collection for its entire portfolio in preparation for transition to DIS, USAID’s integrated performance management, budget, and procurement platform. USAID/Haiti aims to complete transition to this platform by the end of FY 2021. USAID expects that a fully operational DIS will streamline and support USAID/Haiti-wide data management, analysis, and use at strategy, project, and activity levels, thus bolstering USAID’s ability to tell a cohesive story to internal and external stakeholders.
Enhancing the Mission’s remote monitoring capabilities
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, USAID/Haiti had begun exploring different options for remote monitoring due to ongoing insecurity. USAID/Haiti has already successfully conducted remote monitoring visits using virtual meeting applications and telephone interviews. USAID/Haiti’s monitoring and evaluation working group will continue to explore options for expanding remote monitoring capacity. These efforts also include using information from other donors to inform our monitoring efforts.

Evaluation
Based on lessons learned from previous MEL efforts under the last strategy, USAID will plan evaluations to meet USAID’s and stakeholders’ learning needs, with an emphasis on tracking common themes across USAID’s interventions and systematically testing the underlying development hypotheses. The evaluation plan, which USAID/Haiti will further elaborate in its PMP, will be anchored in assessing changes achieved as a result of USAID investments; it will be derived from USAID Evaluation Policy requirements and robust activity MEL plans.

Promoting a Culture of Learning
Given this SF’s focus on engaging Haitians in creating and sustaining a more resilient, prosperous, and democratic future, CLA tools and approaches will be essential to promote a culture of learning and adaptation in USAID and beyond. In collaboration with key stakeholders, USAID intends to identify, validate, and socialize a set of learning priorities or themes drawn from this SF, the results framework and development hypotheses, and related project and activity designs. These learning priorities or themes will in turn guide MEL efforts and resource allocation while also presenting opportunities to contribute to the Agency’s Self-Reliance Learning Agenda. Identifying and addressing these learning priorities also will promote a culture of evidence-based learning to continuously look for ways to improve development outcomes.

As part of this process, USAID will document lessons learned and good practices, and will adapt programming and make strategic pivots when needed. USAID also aims to allocate time and resources for learning events and “pause and reflect” moments to encourage course corrections, as necessary. In continuance of the consultative process undertaken as part of the development of this SF, USAID will also meaningfully engage with the interagency, host country government, and broader donor and stakeholder communities to encourage joint investment, planning, prioritization, and target-setting. This includes the continuation and formation of thematic working groups and linking of context and performance indicators where possible.

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning Resources
In addition to the in-house capabilities of USAID/Haiti’s MEL team, USAID/Haiti also receives support from MEL experts at USAID/Washington. USAID/Haiti will also use other resources as needed, such as mechanisms managed in Washington available for buy-in as well as the services of the USAID’s GeoCenter to continue supporting its MEL efforts.

Since 2017, USAID/Haiti’s MEL platform, the Evaluation and Survey Services (ESS), has been used to design and carry out evaluation activities to support stronger results and to improve evidence-based programming. These efforts aim to assess the results of ongoing activities, inform strategic pivots and program management decisions, and shape the long-term strategic direction of USAID programs. Through this mechanism, USAID/Haiti has conducted 13 performance and impact evaluations, two Sector Assessments, and two baseline studies, thanks to the MEL platform, which has been very successful in planning and conducting evidence-based studies. USAID/Haiti will continue using its current MEL platform to conduct all DO-level evaluations and other learning activities during the next two years. ESS may also be used to monitor external factors (macro-economic, social, and/or political conditions) that
may indirectly affect implementation and performance of USAID activities and gather baseline data for the DO indicators included in USAID/Haiti’s FY 2020 PMP.

Given the volatile nature of the operating environment in Haiti, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic situation, USAID/Haiti is exploring how to best support monitoring activities (e.g., DIS, remote monitoring, and data quality assessments).

B. Annex

1. Journey to Self-Reliance Country Roadmap